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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA, and your brain 
masseur. Get ready for your brain massage.  
We just reached 37 thousand feet on a bumpy ride from Winnipeg 
to Denver. Coming home!!!  
Bongino boils over on O’Riley! Never trusted O’Riley. He has called 
Bongino a “fanatic,” Bongino calls O’Riley F#)%(F#*%
(F#U#&@%F#U*~!!!10. Yep, Bongino went scorched earth on 
O’Riley.  
Blood test before the debate? If Trump had demonstrated half the 
half-wittedness of Biden during his term, they would have 25thed 
(Twenty-Fithed) him long ago! What’s going on? Several theories 
are floating about trying to explain the inexplicable: why did the 
Demoncrats ever throw in with Biden? I might as well throw my 
theory into the mix. 
Will Johnson actually “do it”? Will he “pull the trigger.” Will he take 
the DOJ to court and insist Garland honor their authority and 
answer their subpoena? I can tell you how to get justice. Give 
Garland the “Trump” treatment. I’ll explain! 
Okay, my friends, it’s time for your brain massage.® 
[TRUTH] 
Bongino boils over on — whose that guy? Oh yeah, O’Riley! I never 
think about him and hardly remember, wasn’t he on Fox at one 
time? Never trusted O’Riley. Lately he has ingratiated himself with 
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the Le by calling Bongino a “fanatic,” So Bongino calls O’Riley 
#)#%(#*%)(#U)#U%)T)#)@@U$U$$UU#U#!!!. Yep, it was 
scorched earth on O’Riley. Bongino literally called him out! 
No! I mean, you know, like in a bar room when some guy wont stop 
hitting on your girl and takes a swing at you when you tell him to 
knock it off, and he goes all Biden on you and says, “you wanna 
piece o’ me? You wanna take this outside,” and you say, why wait for 
outside, and you bust his nose open, watch his eyes cross as they 
roll back into his head so he is looking at his own stupidity, 
struggling to find his balance and, finally, the lights go out, and he 
collapses to the floor. 
O’Riley is Biden—picking a fight with the bull-dog Bongino! 
[Boxing Bell to launch this segment in content]. 
Can you believe that idiot, O’Riley; he thinks the Democrats are 
“reasonable” and “rational” and would not want illegals to vote, and 
then calls those of us who know that’s exactly what the open 
borders are all about “fanatics”? Like Trump, Bongino is not the 
“target.” You are! 
No, no, no, Mr. Brain Masseur — O’Riley was talking to Bongino! 
ink so? Really? You have not caught on yet? You still think this is 
about Trump, or Bongino, or Alex Jones, or J6 “insurrectionists,” or 
saving “Democracy”? If so, you are almost certainly not a regular 
Brain Massage® listener—so, stay tuned. Allow me to help you get 
this right! 
Biden, and “I’ve never been proud of America” Michelle with his 
“America is no longer a Christian nation” husband—Biden’s clean 
black man—yeah, that’s what Biden called him—Hillary and her 
little boy Billy the RAT (read year of the Rat, the story of how Bill 
Clinton sold America to the Chinese Communists)—Soros, who 
betrayed his own people during the holocaust and, driven by greed 
and hatred has established a reputation for being the destroyer of 
nations, with America in his sights — fading fast toward eternity 
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and his “reward” — who knows, maybe he’ll pull a death bed 
conversion — then there’s Gates—you know Gates is still seething 
against America for what they did to him and his Microso 
Company—then there are the unnamed manipulators hiding 
behind Oz’ curtain pulling the levers, pushing the buttons, blowing 
their smoke into the mirrors they set up in the so-called main-
stream media (more like the Marxist-Socialist-Media) — don’t 
forget inside trader Pelosi, and will of the people defying Newsome, 
and — well, it’s a long list! 
ese people hate America as founded (thank you Rush). ey are 
all about reversing the Declaration. 
ese people hate the “white man’s Constitution” — you know the 
one that brought about EMANCIPATION — the end of Slavery?  
ese people are bent on destroying America as founded—oh, and 
protecting their hold on power to control the Federal printing 
presses—so they can print multiple BILLIONS and syphon off 
hundreds of millions into their own pockets with bewildering 
sleight of hand tricks — who can keep track of all that? I’ll tell you 
who, NO ONE! And there is NO ACCOUNTING for where all that 
money goes — it’s happening in CA too — one example: hundreds 
of millions spent on the Train that goes nowhere with NO 
ACCOUNTING to track their spending. I want a full accounting, 
and I want to know if they bought materials from China — 
supposed to be all USA, what do you want to bet China got their 
hands into the taxpayer’s pockets and Newsome, et al, got their 
hands in China’s pockets — YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW 
THESE CROOKS GET RICH IN POLITICS? YOU WANT TO 
KNOW HOW OBAMA went into the White House worth 1.3 
million and came out worth 70 million?  How Bush I went in at 4 1

mil and came out at 23 mill, how his son, Bush II, doubled his net 
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worth, from 20 million to 40 million? [IBID], how Carter went in at 
2.3 mill and came out with 10 mill. But these guys were pikers 
compared to Clinton: the Clintons went in at 1.3 million and came 
out with 241.5 million — yeah, how did that happen? What did 
these people do for this money. By the way, Trump went in at 3 
Billion and came out at 2.3 Billion — a net LOSS of 700 million 
dollars. And he never took a salary check from the American 
People — that’s right, gave it all away. [IBID]. 
Oh yeah! It’s money, money, money, by the pound! — except for 
Trump, that is. He came out lighter than he went in.  
What did these Presidents do to “earn” so many millions of dollars? 
I think the American people have a right to know what, exactly, did 
the Obama’s do to go from 1.3 million to 70 million in eight years 
while living on a Presidential salary? And, WHAT DID THE 
CLINTONS DO TO GO FROM 1.3 TO 241.5 MILLION? 
I want a full accounting— let’s take a look at their tax records; I 
want full disclosure. 
e Biden-Trump debates are coming soon! Should Trump 
demand a blood test before the debate? 
If Trump had demonstrated half the half-wittedness of Biden 
during his term they would have 25thed him long ago! What’s 
going on? Several theories are floating about trying to explain what 
is inexplicable: why did the Demoncrats ever throw in with Biden? 
I might as well throw my theory into the mix.  
I’ll throw that out in a moment! 
Along with a related story: Will Johnson actually “do it”? Will he 
“pull the trigger.” Will he “light the fuse”? Will Johnson “throw 
David’s stone” at Goliath? Will he “thrust Phenhas’ javelin”? Will he 
“drop the hammer,” “fire the torpedo,” “zap the mosquito,” “zonk 
the Bidenistas, “El-Cabong” the Dems, “ACME rocket” the coyotes? 
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Okay, okay! I’ve run past the goal line on that one! Made the point 
at “throw David’s stone”! 
Well, will he? House Speaker Johnson said he would: “be certifying 
the contempt reports to the U.S. Attorney for the District of 
Columbia.” He said, “We will also move to enforce the subpoena of 
Attorney General Garland in federal court.”  2

Brace yourself for a surge of outrage to explode like a Bongino boil 
— remember that the same Department of IN-Justice that 
prosecuted then Trump White House advisors Navarro and 
Bannon for refusing to testify against a legitimate President 
claiming executive privilege? Well, Garland has defied a 
Congressional Subpoena claiming “executive privilege,” just like 
Navarro and Bannon did during Trump’s presidency. 
e corrupt Biden misnamed “Justice” Department has the 
audacity to explain why it refuses to prosecute Garland for 
contempt: “Consistent with … longstanding tradition and uniform 
practice, the Department has determined that the responses by 
Attorney General Garland to the subpoenas issued by the 
Committees did not constitute a crime, and accordingly the 
Department will not bring the congressional contempt citation 
before a grand jury or take any other action to prosecute the 
Attorney General.”   3

e continued pressure on the Biden administration to release the 
audio of the Hur interview is based on the “Biden incapacity” 
argument, ruling that Biden is “GUILTY AS CHARGED,” that, 
however, a jury is likely to see Biden as a “doddering, forgetful old 
man incapable of criminal intent.”  e increasing pressure on this 4

 991.11.1-Johnson Planning Court Action After DOJ Refuses To Prosecute AG Garland 2

https://conservativebrief.com/speaker-court-83843/
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point is going to invariably push (actually, prepare the Bidenistas) 
for the inevitable: it is going to result in 25thing Biden out. 
It appears they are tooling up to bring Michelle Obama forward as 
the candidate to replace Biden. Or, some say, Kamala! You did 
notice she made some very public and very “political” moves lately! 
While her office denies any intention to enter the race for 
President,  she is sure busy going public with her political views 5

weighing in heavily into this election cycle. She gives the keynote 
speech on the first night of the Democratic National Convention, 
opining on America in a speech the Demoncrats are hailing as 
oratorically powerful as her husband’s “iconic 2016 DNC 
convention address.”  She is pleading for a “peaceful transfer of 6

power,” and the importance that we preserve our “democratic 
traditions.”  Her late foray into the public eye belies her 2022 7

statement insisting that “once our time is up, we move on.” [IBID] 
She is insisting it’s fantasy to say Democrats will replace Joe Biden,  8

— but me thinks she doth protest too much! 
e way these guys work, it would not surprise me if they were 
setting us up for Michelle to replace Kamala as a way of shoring up 
their base against the landslide of support leaving the Democratic 
Party and moving to Trump.  
Okay, so here is my take on this! 

 991.11.3-Michelle Obama's office says the former first lady 'will not be running for 5

president' in 2024 https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2024-election/michelle-obama-
former-first-lady-not-running-president-2024-rcna141767

 991.11.4-What Michelle Obama’s DNC 2020 speech says about America - Vox https://6

www.vox.com/2020/8/18/21373488/michelle-obama-speech-democratic-national-
convention-2020

 991.11.5-Michelle Obama stresses importance of peaceful transfer of power and 7

democratic traditions/ ‘Once our time is up, we move on’ | CNN Politics https-//
www.cnn.com/2022/09/07/politics/michelle-obama-portrait-speech/index.html

 991.11.6-Opinion | The Republican Fantasy that Democrats Will Replace Joe Biden - 8

POLITICO https-//www.politico.com/news/magazine/2024/02/09/republicans-joe-
biden-nominee-swap-00140209
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First, I’ve been saying for months that Biden’s doddering old man 
schtick was a ruse to prepare a so landing for Biden’s removal 
from office—if he loses the protection of the presidency, he wants 
assurance he will not be indicted on his crimes against America 
and his treasonous ties to the Chinese Communists. 
We are watching as even the Democratic propaganda organization, 
called the MSM, is beginning to chip away at Biden’s credibility as a 
viable candidate.  
Is this their gambit—turn the “King” into a weak and worthless 
pawn, then sacrifice him. at’s how DEMONcrats (the word 
means the rule of devils, by the way, and devils are, above every 
other evil thing, LIARS) but this is like Demoncrat political chess—
weaken the King to the status of a sacrificial pawn—then retire him 
from the board. Total CHEATERS, and TRAITORS to our 
Republic. 
Remember, the argument that was used to take the barbs out of the 
hook of justice and give that PIKER-Biden a fighting chance to 
wriggle off the hook, to slip the hook of justice was the doddering 
old man defense. is was the setup: Hur, the “special investigator” 
appointed to dig up the truth about Biden’s gross violations of laws 
against absconding with top secret documents right under the nose 
of Obama, was the doddering old man defense. It’s a new thing the 
Dems have invented. 
Why? Biden has the Demoncrat Party in a pickle! ey can’t win 
with him; at least not legally! And cheating as outrageously as they 
did in 2020 is going to be a problem. Too many people are watching 
too closely — and Trump’s popularity has grown exponentially as 
Biden’s popularity continues to tank. 
If Biden loses the protections of the Presidency, he needs someone 
to get in that will be motivated to protect him from indictment and 
prosecution. Are they creating a doddering old man defense for 
Biden. I think that’s what is going on. Just in case he loses, they 
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can’t afford to have him indicted on the very crimes they have 
attempted to manufacture and put on Trump. ey are setting up 
an escape route. I wonder, what does Biden have on these people? 
Did they also benefit personally from the Biden crime family 
enterprise? Does he have something on them? What else explains 
why they even elevated him to the position of VP in the first place. 
e guy has always been a loser—and yet he keeps winning? How? 
Remember, special prosecutor Hur concluded: “Our investigation 
uncovered evidence that President (alleged) Biden willfully 
retained and disclosed classified materials aer his vice presidency 
when he was a private citizen.” However, because, “Mr. Biden will 
likely present himself to the jury, as he did during his interview 
with our office, as a sympathetic, well-meaning, elderly man with a 
poor memory, it would be difficult to convince a jury they should 
convict him — by then a former president who will be at least well 
into his eighties — of a serious felony that requires a mental state of 
willfulness.” 
Okay, let’s look at that for a moment. 
FIRST, it may be demonstrated with irrefutable evidence that Joe 
was perfectly competent at the time he committed his crimes. And 
if they can juice him up to give a State of the Union speech, or his 
Naziesque speech threatening MAGA Patriots, or to debate Trump
—they can juice him up to stand TRIAL FOR HIS CRIMES! 
SECOND, since when did JUSTICE remove it’s blindfold and bow 
to political pressure, and “appearances” — Jesus, the KING, said 
“judge not according to appearance, but judge righteous judgment” 
(John 7:24). 
I can tell you how to get justice. Give Biden the “Trump” treatment. 
In Biden’s case, you would try him in a MAGA friendly court, with 
a MAGA friendly JUDGE, in a MAGA friendly State with a MAGA 
friendly Jury. 
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at’s all—folks! at’s all! DONE! Biden is cooked. And not 
because I’m talking about tit for tat! I’m talking about what is 
becoming more clear every day. Democrats are diseased with 
corruption. ey, as a Party, as a class, have none! Democrats today 
are sold to satan, sold to lies, deception, and perversity. It’s true! 
Either as perpetrators of lies, and perversity, or as enablers of liars 
and perverts. I’m talking about behavior that for decades was 
understood as evidence of mental disorders because it was so 
obviously contrary to nature itself. Look, NO ONE WHO 
ACCEPTS THE IDEA THAT A MAN CAN HAVE A BABY IS 
SANE, THEY ARE MANIFESTLY DEMENTED; AND ANYONE 
WHO SUPPORTS THIS NONSENSE IS WICKED, AND BY 
DEFINITION PERVERSE. ANYONE THAT WOULD MUTILATE 
A YOUNG BOY TO ACCOMMODATE THIS SICKNESS IS SICK 
IN THEIR MIND AND DAMNED IN THEIR SOUL — AND IT 
TURNS OUT THAT IT’S ALL COMING FROM THE SAME 
ROOT THAT HAS PERVERTED DEMOCRAT POLITICS — THE 
LOVE OF MONEY! 
e reason all you need to do to get justice is try Garland and the 
DOJ and Biden in a MAGA state, with a MAGA jury is because 
then you’ll get an honest, just trial! MAGA folk will judge 
RIGHTEOUS judgment! 
Yeah! THAT’S HOW YOU GET A FAIR AND HONEST TRIAL—
GET SANE PEOPLE WITH A CHRISTIAN CONSCIENCE taking 
care of the trial — that’s when you’ll get a FAIR TRIAL agreeable to 
the CONSTITUTION. 
You can go ahead and give a jury that’s TRUE TO LAW, TRUE TO 
CONSTITUTION, TRUE TO COURT PRO CEEDING 
PRECEDENT—YOU CAN GIVE THEM GENUINE, LAWFUL 
INSTRUCTIONS. You wont have a wicked, hell-bound hound, a 
vomit licking, muck rooting, money grubbing fiend of hell 
controlled attorney general making up laws, and a judge 
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disallowing valid testimony, and given convoluted self-
contradicting instructions to a biased, I mean an OPENLY BIASED 
jury — that’s what you get in a DEMOCRAT STATE, FROM A 
DEMOCRAT JUDGE. AND A DEMOCRAT JURY!  
YOU CAN LET A MAGA JURY DELIBERATE FREELY, 
KNOWING THEY WILL OBEY HONEST INSTRUCTIONS AND 
WILL NOT COLLABORATE WITH THEIR MAGA FRIENDLY 
FAMILY, BY THE WAY! Remember, the New York Jury was given a 
long recess and I knew they were collaborating to shore up a 
certainty of conviction, and it came out that at least one of the 
Jurors violated the rules and talked to family about the case. 
BUT TO GET JUSTICE, WE WON’T NEED TO WORRY ABOUT 
THAT, BECAUSE MAGA IS ABOUT THE CONSTITUTION, 
AMERICA AS FOUNDED, TRUTH AND JUSTICE AND THE 
GOOD OLE AMERICAN WAY — THAT’S WHAT MAGA 
AMERICANS BELIEVED… 
BACK WHEN CAPTAIN AMERICA’S SHIELD WAS NOT 
DEFILED BY THE WICKED WOKE— 
BESMIRCHED BY POLITICAL CORRECTNESS, AND 
PROGRESSIVE BIAS — 
UNFETTERED BY DARK MONEY OF THE MAMMON 
WORSHIPPING LIKES OF SOROS, GATES, AND THEIR 
HUMANITY HATING HANDLERS CONTROLLING THE 
W.E.F., THE UN, AND NATO, YES, EVEN NATO HAS BEEN 
CORRUPTED BY THESE UNREASONABLE AND WICKED 
PEOPLE — 
PEOPLE THAT ARE CONTROLLED BY THE SPIRIT OF THE 
BEAST, THE ANTICHRIST, THE WORSHIPPERS OF 
BAPHOMET— 
THAT FEED THEMSELVES ON TRAFFICKING WOMEN AND 
CHILDREN (A MULTI-BILLION D OLLAR A YEAR 
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ENTERPRISE OF DEVILS), PREYING ON OUR CHILDREN 
WITH FENTANYL (A CHINESE COMMUNIST ATTACK ON 
OUR YOUTH), DESTROYING OUR YOUTH WITH THEIR 
GENDER CONFUSION AND MUTILATION — AND IT’S ALL 
ABOUT THE WORSHIP MAMMON—! 
Hold on through the break. I’ll be right back! 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
Some of you might wonder where did Jerry’s sense of humor go? I’ll 
tell you where it went. It has become absurd to laugh at this any 
longer. Favor shown to the wicked only increases their boldness, 
and making light of it, at this point, becomes itself a sort of 
enabling of their wickedness. No! It’s time that we got very serious 
about this situation and got focused on taking CA out of the hands 
of these unreasonable and wicked people and, aer CA, taking the 
NATION from them. It’s time for Christians to use their influence 
as salt and light to bring a piece of the peace on earth GOD offered 
to this world through His SON, Jesus the CHRIST of GOD — the 
KING of kings and LORD of Lords.  
It’s time we awake to righteousness — and right this ship before it 
sinks into HELL, where every nation goes that forgets God! 
Now I’m on my flight from Denver to LAX and another layover 
before I get to Santa Barbara, and FINALLY HOME, where I’ll 
produce this show and post it! 
I want to know how Obama entered the White House with a net 
worth of 1.3 million and came out with a net worth of 70 million. 
I want an audit! I want his taxes brought out for public scrutiny. 
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I want the Biden crime family investigated by MAGA Americans 
who will look honestly at his payola from Communist China. I 
want to know what he did for that money. I want that done NOW! 
e World Economic Forum is hard at work, and Trudeau is a 
faithful servant to the Globalists. As you know, I was in Canada all 
week. I did not see any 15-minute cities on the Winnipeg River 
(Pointe Du Bois) while pulling out of that river a 28-inch Pike, but I 
understand “15-minute cities are now being rolled out in Canada 
— the city of Edmonton is about to be divided into fieen 
“districts” as part of the “globalist push to roll out 15-minute cities” 
worldwide.   9

Meanwhile, Muslim immigrants threaten Canadians: “Soon we will 
be in the majority because we have many children, and we will 
impose Sharia. We don’t want homosexuals in Islam.” Don’t you 
find it interesting that Trudeau and Biden et al. posture like they are 
all pro-Queering Canada and America, and yet at the same time, 
they cow-tow to the radical queer-hating Muslims? Do you think 
Muslims are leaving Sharia-controlled countries to find freedom in 
the West? ink again, friend! 
e objective is focused on destroying Christian America and 
replacing it with their “secularist vision of utopia.” e only way to 
break America is to break Christianity. 
Create an environment that will — use Queers and Abortion to 
break the spiritual power of Christianity, then the Muslims to 
destroy them all — the queers and the Christians. Wipe them all 
out to make way for the “Western powers” in the hands of 
secularists to rise up and destroy them all — the Muslims, the 
Christians, and American institutions of liberty and freedom.  
ey want to push America into hell to get her out of their way! 

 https://x.com/wideawake_media/status/18040881607684386769
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Ultimate target — Christianity! It’s the only power on earth that can 
stop them, and they know it! 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch, and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our website at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.
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